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Young children’s arithmetic strategies in social context:
How parents contribute to children’s strategy

development while playing games

David F. Bjorklund and Martha J. Hubertz

Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, USA

Andrea C. Reubens

RTI International Center for Research in Education,

Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

We examined the relationship between parents’ behaviour and children’s use of simple arithmetic

strategies while playing a board game in contrast to solving arithmetic problems. In a microgenetic

study spanning 3 weeks, 5-year-old children who were just beginning kindergarten played a modified

game of ‘‘Chutes and Ladders’’ with one of their parents, computing their moves from the throw of

dice. Children also solved math problems (math context) given to them by their parents at the end of

each session. Children’s arithmetic strategies and a variety of parental behaviours (prompt, prompt

after error, affirmation, disaffirmation, cognitive directives, provide answer) were coded for

children’s game moves and the math context. As in past research, children used multiple and

variable strategies, both when computing their moves during the game and in solving the math

problems. Parents displayed different patterns of behaviours during the game and math contexts and

showed different relationships among behaviours and strategies as a function of context, reflecting

their sensitivity to the cognitive demands on their children of the different tasks. The results were

interpreted in terms of the need to integrate contemporary strategy development theory with a

sociocultural perspective and to recognise the dynamic nature of parent–child interactions with

respect to the social construction of cognitive strategies.

Introduction

Strategies, in one form or another, have played a central role in

how psychologists and educators view cognitive development.

Strategies have typically been defined as goal-directed opera-

tions used to aid task performance that are deliberately

implemented, nonobligatory, and potentially available to

consciousness (Harnishfeger & Bjorklund, 1990; Pressley &

Van Meter, 1993). Strategies, as they have been traditionally

conceived, thus reflect conscious cognition, self-awareness,

and intentionality. As children gain greater mental control of

their own behaviour, they presumably do so via strategies. The

topic of intentional control is one of the central issues of

cognitive development (along with the nature of representation

and the mechanisms of developmental change), and research

in strategy development has often been in the forefront of

understanding the development of purposeful behaviour.

The study of children’s strategies has gone through

considerable change over the past decade or so, with the

canonical perspective of strategies developing in stage-like

sequences being seriously challenged (e.g., Bjorklund &

Douglas, 1997; Miller & Coyle, 1999; Siegler, 1996, 2000).

Perhaps most central to the underlying mechanisms of strategy

development has been the realisation that children do not

replace simple and inefficient strategies with more complicated

and efficient ones. Rather, children have available to them at

any time a variety of strategies that ‘‘compete’’ with one

another for use. Cognitive developmental psychologists have

adopted the Darwinian notion of natural selection as a model

for ontogeny, and specifically to capture strategy development

(e.g., Bjorklund, 2000; Cziko, 1995; Siegler, 1996). The logic

that is applied to the evolution of species can be similarly

applied to cognitive development. More strategies are pro-

duced than are needed, there is variability among strategies,

and strategies that are better suited to the tasks at hand

increase in frequency, whereas those that fit less well with the

cognitive tasks one is confronted with decrease in frequency.

This perspective is perhaps best exemplified by Siegler’s

adaptive strategy choice model (Siegler, 1996, 2000; Siegler &

Shrager, 1984). Siegler sees strategy development not in terms

of stage-like changes, but rather as a series of overlapping

waves. As such, children at any given age do not approach

problems in a uniform manner, but instead display substantial

intraindividual variability, making such variability important

for understanding cognitive change and not simply viewed as

error variance (e.g., Coyle, 2001; Siegler, 1987). Experience in

solving problems aids children in determining which strategies

work in various contexts and on different tasks. By conceptua-
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lising strategies in this way, it is assumed that strategy choice is

adaptive in that the child can choose a good strategy out of the

plethora of options available.

The modal strategy that children use on any given task

typically increases in sophistication with age; however, simpler

strategies do not disappear, but are used occasionally for

certain problems or in certain contexts. Children’s use of

multiple and variable strategies has been demonstrated for

children of various ages and for a variety of domains including

arithmetic (Siegler & Jenkins, 1989), memory (e.g., Coyle &

Bjorklund, 1997), reading (e.g., Siegler, 1988), spelling

(Rittle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999), tic-tac-toe (Crowley &

Siegler, 1993), and time telling (Siegler & McGilly, 1989),

among others (see Siegler, 1996). Variability in children’s

strategy use has usually been assessed by using the microgenetic

method (Miller & Coyle, 1999; Siegler & Crowley, 1991), in

which children’s performance is examined repeatedly both

within and between testing sessions, often occurring over

several days or weeks.

Strategies in social context

However, in a similar way to past accounts, Siegler’s model

largely ignores the social context in which strategies develop.

Most strategy research has focused on the acquisition of

school-type strategies in laboratory situations. Although such

strategies are of critical importance to children growing up in

information-age societies, they (and other strategies) extend

beyond the schoolhouse and are influenced by practices in the

wider society and in the home. Several studies have examined

how children acquire cognitive strategies in more naturalistic

settings, with the findings bolstering the interpretation made by

Siegler and others with respect to the mechanisms underlying

developmental change. For example, 9- to 15-year-old

Brazilian street vendors used more sophisticated arithmetic

strategies and arrived at correct answers more frequently when

they were given customer–vendor transactions (e.g., ‘‘If a large

coconut costs 76 cruzeiros, and a small one costs 50, how

much do the two cost together?’’) than when the same

problems were presented in a decontextualised (i.e., school-

like) fashion (e.g., ‘‘How much is 76 plus 50?’’; Carraher,

Carraher, & Schliemann, 1985).

Unlike the Brazilian street vendors, most middle-class

American children do not make their living selling coconuts,

but they do use simple arithmetic in out-of-school contexts,

perhaps most notably when playing games. Will children show

similar patterns of strategy use and variability when playing

board games that require computation as they do when given

standard math problems? This was investigated in a pair of

studies by Bjorklund and Rosenblum (2001, 2002), who

modified a version of the children’s board game ‘‘Chutes and

Ladders’’ to examine 4-, 5-, and 6-year olds’ ability to solve

simple addition problems based on the throw of dice. Children

played the game with an experimenter and later solved school-

type math problems identical to those they solved during the

game (e.g., ‘‘How much is 5 plus 2?’’). Similar to results of

research investigating young children’s acquisition of arith-

metic strategies in more school-like contexts (e.g., Siegler &

Jenkins, 1989), children not only used multiple and variable

strategies while playing the game, but the sophistication of

strategy use increased with age and varied with the particular

problem that was presented. Also, children’s speed of deriving

answers and their overall accuracy were greater in the game

than in the math context, although children actually used

slightly more sophisticated strategies in the math than the game

context.

Although these studies demonstrate that children display

similar, though not identical, patterns of strategy use when

computing arithmetic sums in a social (i.e., game) versus

school-like context, they ignore the interaction between young

children and their parents that goes on when children play such

games. We are especially interested in the parent–child

interaction when playing games such as ‘‘Chutes and

Ladders’’, particularly as it relates to children’s use of

arithmetic strategies. Such games should be ideal venues for

informal instruction and opportunities for parents to teach

children important technological skills in a highly motivating

context.

Sociocultural perspectives of strategy development

Evaluating the impact that a more experienced partner may

have on children’s strategy use and development is consistent

with the sociocultural view of cognitive development, as

advocated originally by Vygotsky (1978) and more recently

by a variety of theorists (e.g., Gauvain, 2001; Hernández Blasi,

1996; Rogoff, 1990, 1998; Tudge, Putnam, & Valsiner, 1996;

Valsiner & Van der Veer, 1988; Wertsch & Tulviste, 1992).

For example, Vygotsky (1978) argued that optimal learning

occurs within the zone of proximal development, which is the

difference between a child’s actual ability and his or her

potential ability under adult supervision. Thus, effective

teaching of a child should involve activities slightly beyond

the child’s current abilities but not outside a realistic zone of

his or her potential. Rogoff (1990) further posited that children

become skilled participants in society by observation, practice,

assistance, or shared activity. This ‘‘apprenticeship in think-

ing’’ facilitates both cognitive development and assimilation

into society. In an apprenticeship model, children are guided

by a more experienced peer or adult who may scaffold their

strategy selection.

There is ample research illustrating that parents (mothers in

particular) work within this zone of proximal development,

adjusting the information that they give children to solve

simple tasks as a function of the children’s ability level and the

amount of support they require. For example, in categorisation

tasks, mothers, as opposed to older children, provided

information to help their preschool children make their own

choices (Pérez-Grandos & Callanan, 1997). In other research,

mothers provided more instruction for younger relative to

older children on a more difficult, school-type classification

task than on a seemingly easier (home-activity) task, illustrat-

ing sensitivity to the cognitive abilities of their children

(Rogoff, Ellis, & Gardner, 1984). Similarly, in research in

which mothers were asked to instruct their preschool children

on several counting tasks, mothers adjusted their instruction in

accordance with their children’s performance (Saxe, Guber-

man, & Gearhart, 1987). In general, children who collaborate

on tasks with adults generally learn more than when they

collaborate with peers, presumably because of the greater

degree of scaffolding done by adults on these tasks (e.g.,

Radziszewska & Rogoff, 1989, 1991; see Gauvain, 2001 for a

review).

As we have commented, studies in strategy development

have largely focused on individuals in isolated settings,
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indifferent to the social contexts in which they live. In viewing

strategy choice and development from such a narrow vantage,

we have undoubtedly failed to recognise all aspects of when

and how children learn strategies (e.g., Ellis, 1997; Kurtz,

1990). Although most children in information-age societies

receive explicit instruction in arithmetic in school, few begin

kindergarten without some knowledge of numbers and basic

addition, acquired, for the most part, from interactions with

their parents and/or caregivers. By examining the specific

nature of this collaborative transaction, we may not only better

understand how teachers can build upon the instruction that

parents provide their children at home, but we may discover

that children have some strategies in their cognitive arsenal that

arise only (or first) in social contexts.

Ellis (1997) explicitly proposed incorporating Siegler’s

adaptive strategy choice model with a sociocultural approach.

Social interaction within a particular culture can encourage the

development of some strategies, but not others, as well as

offering greater opportunities to practice valued strategies than

strategies not culturally revered. For example, in one study of

collaborative learning reported by Ellis, the best predictor of a

child adopting an effective strategy was the partner’s reaction

to and explanation of the strategy. If the partner was excited,

the strategy was more likely to be used. In another study on

strategy choice in conservation problem solving (Ellis, 1997),

kindergartners watched a video involving a peer-aged child or

an adult solving a simple addition problem. Many of the

children watching the video became distressed when the child

in the video began counting. The distraught children claimed

that the child was cheating by counting. Indeed, some children

said it was better to guess than to rely on a strategy used by

‘‘babies’’. In other research, Crowley, Callanan and their

associates examined parent–child interactions related to

scientific reasoning while exploring interactive science exhibits

in museums (Crowley, Callanan, Jipson, Galco, Topping, &

Shrager, 2001a; Crowley, Callanan, Tennenbaum, & Allen,

2001b). Although strategies of scientific reasoning, per se, were

not directly investigated in these studies, Crowley et al. (2001a,

2001b) reported that parents often talked to their children

about how to select and encode relevant information.

A microgenetic study of strategy development in an
informal social context

In the present investigation, we extended earlier work

examining young children’s arithmetic strategies while playing

a board game in a microgenetic study (Bjorklund & Rosen-

blum, 2001, 2002) by having them play the game with one of

their parents, the most likely of mentors for a young child, over

three weekly sessions. In this manner, the context allowed for

the partner to implicitly take the role of both a playmate and a

collaborative teacher, scaffolding learning in an informal social

context.

In pilot work for this study, we observed that many mothers

tended to be sensitive to the abilities of their children and

adjusted their behaviour accordingly. For example, mothers of

children with low arithmetic ability (i.e., those who used fact

retrieval or mental arithmetic infrequently in an initial session)

tended to use a greater number of what we called cognitive

directives, or techniques to instruct children in the use of

arithmetic strategies (see Method section) than did mothers of

children with high arithmetic ability, who presumably did not

need the support. Yet, there were individual differences in the

degree of scaffolding that mothers of low-ability children

provided. A sketch of two mothers will serve as an example.

One mother, after her 5-year-old daughter rolled the dice,

would ask how many moves the little girl was to make. The girl

would look at the dice and then look up at her mom and shrug

her shoulders. Mom, in turn, would instruct the child to count

the dice. The child would look at her mother and shrug her

shoulders again. Next, the mother pointed at the dots on the

dice, counting each out loud and tell her daughter how many

she had. Then the mother instructed the child to count the

dots. On the mother’s turn, the mother asked the child how

many she had. The child responded in the same way, shrugging

her shoulders. The mother, in turn, modeled the SUM strategy

(i.e., counting from 1) for the child and then instructed the

child to count the dots. After a few more moves, the child

caught on, as the mother decreased (and eventually stopped)

her use of cognitive directives (e.g., modelling, providing

specific instructions). In contrast is the nonsupportive mother

of a low-ability child. Her son would roll the dice and use the

SUM strategy (i.e., counting from 1). While the child was

counting the dice, the mother would interrupt him and instruct

him to count from the larger addend (i.e., use the MIN

strategy). When the child rolled a ‘‘6 and 5’’ and started

counting the dots, the mother would interrupt him saying,

‘‘No, John, start counting from the six here’’, pointing at the

six and saying, ‘‘You know this is six’’. The child would start

over counting the dice, asking his mother to stop. This

continued throughout the game with mom rolling the dice

during her turn and modelling fact retrieval, which the child

ignored. As these examples illustrate, the relation between

children’s strategy use, their initial ability, and parental

instruction is complex, and a parent’s use of cognitive

directives should not immediately be interpreted as an

indication of ‘‘good scaffolding’’.

Children’s strategies and parents’ behaviours while playing

the board game (the game context) was contrasted with their

behaviour in a math context, immediately following each game

session, in which parents presented their children with 12

arithmetic problems to solve (e.g., ‘‘How much is 2 plus 3?’’)1.

Previous research has shown that children often use a different

mixture of strategies when solving arithmetic problems in a

game versus a math context, and we expected that parents’

behaviour would also vary as a function of context. Specifically,

we hypothesised that parents would provide a greater number

of cognitive directives for the more challenging math context

than the easier game context. Patterns of change over sessions

and relationships between children’s strategy use and parental

behaviours, both within and between contexts, were also

evaluated.

We anticipated, consistent with theory (e.g., Siegler, 1996)

and previous research (e.g., Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001,

2002), that there would be variability, not only in children’s

strategy use during the game and math contexts, but also

among the parents in the degree of support they provided to

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT, 2004, 28 (4), 347–357 349

1 We also assessed parental behaviour during the parents’ game moves.

Eleven of the 15 children made at least one computation during their parents’

game moves. However, there was great variability in how many computations

children made on their parents’ turns, and for this reason it is difficult to contrast

children’s and parents’ behaviours during the parents’ moves with children’s

game moves and the math context. For these reasons, we do not report data from

the parents’ game moves here. However, there was also variability in the

children’s computations and in the parents’ behaviour during the parents’ moves,

similar to that observed in children’s game moves.
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their children. We expected that children displaying sophisti-

cated arithmetic ability when first playing the game would

receive less support from their parents than less-able children,

primarily because they would require less in the way of parental

direction than the latter children. We also predicted that there

would be relations between the quantity and quality of parents’

instructional behaviours during the game and changes in

children’s strategy use over the course of the three game

sessions, although, as our pilot data suggested, the specific

nature of this relationship is difficult to predict. For example,

we anticipated that parents’ use of cognitive directives would

decrease over sessions, as children become increasingly able to

solve problems on their own. This pattern should be most

pronounced during the game context, in which children can

use the pips on the dice to compute their moves, and for

children who displayed relatively low initial ability on the

game. Previous research with children playing the game with a

minimally interactive experimenter reported no changes in

children’s strategy use over three sessions (Bjorklund &

Rosenblum, 2002). We anticipated that the greater involve-

ment of the parents, including instruction, would result in

more sophisticated strategy use over sessions, and that this

would most likely be observed in the game context, when

children could use the dice to aid their computation.

Method

Participants

Participants were 15 child–parent dyads. Children were

recruited within their first 2 weeks of kindergarten from

volunteers at a university-affiliated elementary school. The

child sample consisted of 9 boys and 6 girls. The average age of

the children was 67 months (range 62–71 months), and all

spoke English as a first language. The parent sample consisted

of 13 mothers and 2 fathers. Of the 13 mothers, 8 were born in

the US, whereas the remaining 5 had emigrated from

Germany, Columbia, South Africa, Great Britain, and the

Bahamas; the two fathers were both born in the US. The

parents were all fluent in English, with English being the first

language of all but two. All parents and their spouses had at

least attended college (all but 2 of the 15 were married) and

can be considered middle class. Each parent reported reading

to his or her child for at least 2 hours a week, and all but 2 of

the 15 parents reported playing board games with their child at

least twice a week.

Procedure

Children were pre-tested at their school during the first week of

data collection to ensure that all participants could count to at

least 12. Pre-testing involved the administration of 24 simple

addition problems in two sets of 12, counterbalanced across

participants, either first being presented verbally (e.g., ‘‘How

much is 2 plus 3?’’) or using playing cards that had the

numbers removed (e.g., ‘‘Can you tell me how many things

you have on both cards?’’).

Weeks 2, 3, and 4 involved the child and parent dyad

playing two to three games per session (a total of approximately

30 moves per game) of ‘‘Chutes and Ladders’’. Twelve of the

dyads played the game in a small, private room adjacent to the

school library, whereas, for the convenience of the parents, the

remaining three dyads played the game in quiet rooms in their

homes with minimal distractions. A modified version of the

game was used, with all numbers on the board being replaced

with arrows and the spinner being replaced with dice (see

Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001, 2002). In this game, players

throw two dice and move their game piece the corresponding

number on the board, which consists of 10 rows with 10

squares per row. If a player’s game piece lands on a square with

a ladder, it advances up the ladder closer toward the goal; if the

game piece lands on a square with a chute, it slides to a lower

square on the board, further from the goal. Parents were told to

play the game the way they would normally; if they asked a

specific question (e.g., about instructing their child), they were

told to do what they would normally do. Each game session

was immediately followed by the parent presenting the child

with 12 simple addition problems (e.g., ‘‘How much is 2 plus

3?’’; math context). Addition problems were chosen by using the

addends 1 to 6, identical to the ones found in the game, and all

12 problems in each of the three sessions summed to the same

number to ensure that no one set was more difficult than the

others. Three such sets were counterbalanced across the three

sessions.

Each session was videotaped. In addition, two observers

were present to code the behaviour of the children and their

parents ‘‘on line’’. The videotapes were transcribed by an

independent observer. Latencies for each move (the time it

took the child to answer from the time the dice stopped and the

child focused his/her attention on the dice, to the time the child

responded with an answer) were recorded and verified for each

child. Each transcript was coded by two independent observers

for specific behaviours.

The game context preceded the math context in each

session in an effort to maintain the integrity of the game

context. We did not want to prime children for ‘‘math

problems’’ when they started the game. Informal examination

of children’s responses in the math context revealed no

evidence of bias as a result of having computed similar

problems in the game context.

Children’s strategies coded

To play the game, children had to use a variety of math

strategies to move their piece, such as counting on their fingers

or the dice. Arithmetic strategies and overt counting were

recorded. Based on previous research with this and other

procedures (e.g., Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001, 2002; Siegler

& Jenkins, 1989), we identified seven different strategies (see

Table 1). Single-item counting is a nonaddition strategy, with

children counting the number of pips on one die, moving their

game piece that number, and then counting the number of pips

on the second die and moving their game piece accordingly.

SUM is the simplest addition counting strategy, with children

counting each pip on the dice, starting from one (in the

example in Table 1, saying ‘‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5’’ for the problem 2

plus 3). MIN is a more advanced counting strategy, with

children beginning their count from the larger addend. An

example using this strategy is when a child rolls a three and a

five, and the child recognises five as the largest addend, and

says ‘‘5, 6, 7, 8’’ or ‘‘6, 7, 8’’. MAX is a variant of MIN, with

children beginning with the smaller of the two previously

mentioned addends saying ‘‘3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ’’ or ‘‘4, 5, 6, 7, 8’’.

Fact retrieval involves providing an answer quickly, retrieving

the sum directly from long-term memory. Mental arithmetic was
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coded when no overt counting behaviour was observed, but the

latency to derive an answer was long, indicating that the answer

was not likely to be the product of fact retrieval. Finally,

guessing was coded when children provided incorrect answers,

usually quickly, and showed no overt evidence of using any

other strategy

An average latency (i.e., mean latency to arrive at an answer

for each problem), as well as an average latency per count (i.e.,

mean length of time for each number word to be stated when

counting), for overt SUM and MIN trials (i.e., when children

counted out loud or pointed to dice or fingers) was calculated

for each child. These composite latencies per count were then

used for classifying the strategies when no overt behaviour was

apparent (i.e., mental arithmetic, in which children answered

without any accompanying overt behaviour). If a child

provided an answer to any problem with a sum greater than

3 in less than 1.5 s, that trial was coded as fact retrieval (cf.

Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001). For trials in which overt

behaviour was observed, mean latencies for using the SUM

and MIN strategies were computed separately for each child

based on his or her overt behaviour, and trials initially coded as

mental arithmetic were reclassified as SUM or MIN if the

actual latency for a trial corresponded to the predicted latency

for SUM or MIN based on that participant’s latencies for overt

trials. If the SUM or MIN predictors did not differ by at least

1 s, the trial was considered too close to call and remained

coded as mental arithmetic.

Parental behaviours coded

Based on extensive pilot data, we selected several parental

verbal behaviours to code that we expected to be related to

children’s mathematical performance. These behaviours are

described in Table 2 and included prompt, prompt after error,

affirmation, disaffirmation, provide answer, and cognitive direc-

tives. Cognitive directives comprised three specific classes of

behaviours: instruction, instructing the child in the use of a

specific strategy; modelling, demonstration of a strategy

(independent of instruction); and re-representation, re-present-

ing a problem using objects different from those being counted

(e.g., a mother holds up three fingers on one hand and five on

the other to re-represent the dice roll of ‘‘3, 5’’). Each

transcript was coded for parental behaviours by two indepen-

dent observers. Overall agreement between the two was 95.4%.

Inter-rater reliability ranged from 86.8% for the behaviour

prompt after error to 97.3% for cognitive directives. All

discrepancies were resolved by discussion.

Results

Data for both children’s strategies and parental behaviours

were assessed for children’s moves during the game and for the

math context. When assessing game behaviour, we divided

each of the three sessions into thirds. This produced nine

intervals for the game contexts (three for each of three

sessions), and most analyses were performed including interval

as a variable. Because there were fewer simple addition

problems in the math context (12 per session), analyses were

performed over the three sessions. Significant effects are

reported at p 5 .05 unless otherwise stated and were followed

by Newman-Keuls tests (p 5 .05). Effects of child’s gender

were examined for each dependent measure, but because

gender did not produce any significant main or interactive

effects, it is not reported below.
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Table 2

Parental behaviours coded during game

Behaviour Description

Prompt Suggestion by parent as to the generation of an answer without mention of the use of any specific strategy

(e.g. ‘‘How many do you have?’’).

Prompt after error Child makes error in calculation and parent prompts for a recalculation (e.g. ‘‘Are you sure?’’).

Affirmation The parent demonstrates agreement to child’s answer or response to a roll of the dice or a math problem

(e.g. ‘‘That’s right!’’).

Disaffirmation This is a type of correction, a definitive negative response indicating an incorrect response; disaffirmation could be

an explicit no (e.g. ‘‘No, that’s not right.’’).

Provide answer The parent provides the child with the correct answer or spontaneously produces the answer without the child

saying anything.

Cognitive directives Three types of behaviours that direct the child’s thinking about the problem: modelling, instruction, and

re-representation.

(a) Modelling The demonstration of a strategy independent of instruction, that is, the parent models a behaviour for the child to

observe and imitate (e.g., the parent counts the dice).

(b) Instruction When the parent suggests the use of any specific strategy (e.g., ‘‘If you have 6 on that one and 2 on that one, you

don’t have to count the 6—you know it’s 6, what’s after 6?’’).

(c) Re-representation When the parent re-presents the problem in a way that is more familiar to the child (e.g., holding up fingers to

represent the dice or addend).

Table 1

Arithmetic strategies coded

Strategy Typical use of strategy to solve 2 þ 3

Single-item counting Say ‘‘1, 2 and 1, 2, 3’’

SUM, adding from 1 Say ‘‘1, 2, 3, 4, 5’’

MIN, adding from larger

addend

Say ‘‘4, 5’’ (or ‘‘3 . . . 4, 5’’)

MAX, adding from smaller

addend

Say ‘‘3, 4, 5’’ (or ‘‘2 . . . 3, 4, 5’’)

Fact retrieval Say ‘‘5’’ (within latency guidelines)

MA, mental arithmetic Say ‘‘5’’ (beyond latency guidelines)

Guessing Say ‘‘4’’ or ‘‘8’’
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Children’s strategy use

Our primary concern in this study was with parents’ behaviour

and its relation to children’s strategy use. We thus describe

only briefly some important aspects of children’s strategy use in

the game and math contexts here. More detailed analyses of

children’s strategy use revealed that it was similar to that

reported for same-age children in earlier studies (e.g.,

Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001).

Number of different strategies used. A 2 (context) � 3 (session)

analysis of variance, with repeated measures on the session

factor, compared the number of different strategies children

used during their game moves and the math context for each

session. Children potentially could have used a combination of

seven different strategies during the game, but only six during

the math context because single-item counting could not be

used (see Table 1). The initial analysis failed to produce any

significant effects. Children used an average of 2.98 strategies

during the game and 2.55 strategies during the math context,

F(1, 11) ¼ 2.55, p 4 .10, reflecting multiple strategy use that

was comparable between contexts (cf. Bjorklund & Rosen-

blum, 2001, 2002). The main effect of session and the context

� session interaction were not significant, Fs 5 1.

Percentage of strategies used. The percentage of trials on which

children used each strategy was computed separately for the

children’s game moves and the math context. Because some

children recounted their moves (usually after an error), the

total percentage of trials on which a strategy was used could

exceed 100%. Also, because parents provided the answers for

problems on some trials in the absence of any computation by

the child, total percentage in an interval could be less than

100% for a given child.

Figure 1 presents the percentage of trials for which each

strategy was used in the game context for the children’s moves

and the math context. Percentages for the strategies single-item

counting and MAX are not presented (and are not included in

any subsequent analyses) because they never occurred with a

frequency of greater than 1% in any context. As can be seen,

the pattern of strategy use was similar for the two contexts.

A 2 (context) � 5 (strategy) multivariate analysis of

variance examined differences in children’s use of each strategy

in each context (excluding single-item counting and MAX).

The MANOVA produced a significant effect of context, F(1,

14) ¼ 12.95, and strategy, F(4, 56) ¼ 20.41. The effect of

context reflects the fact that children made, on average, slightly

less than one computation per move (95.4%) in the game

context (i.e., parents provided answers on some trials) and

slightly more than one computation (109.9%) in the math

context, as children recomputed their answers following an

error. Subsequent univariate analyses were performed asses-

sing the distribution of strategies separately within each

context. As can be seen from Figure 1, in each context,

children used SUM significantly more frequently than all other

strategies; the remaining strategies did not differ significantly

from one another. The context � strategy interaction was not

significant, F(4, 56) 5 1.

We next assessed differences in strategy use, separately for

each strategy for each context, over the nine intervals for the

children’s game moves and over the three sessions for the math

context. We further classified children as displaying a high or

low level of arithmetic ability based on the average level of

sophistication of their strategies during the first third of the

first-session game trials (mean number of trials ¼ 11.07, SD

¼ 2.88). Children who used SUM, single-item counting, and

guessing on 70% or more of their moves during this initial

interval were classified as low ability (n ¼ 10) and all other

children were classified as high ability (n ¼ 5)2. Although

high- and low-ability children differed in the strategies they

used (e.g., low-ability children used SUM significantly more

often in each of the three contexts than did the high-ability

children), there were no significant main or interactive effects

involving the interval (or session) variable for any strategy for

either the children’s game moves or the math context, all Fs 5
2.00. Thus, counter to expectations, neither high-ability nor

low-ability children demonstrated any systematic change in

strategy use over the three weekly sessions.3

Relations in strategy use across contexts. We next examined the

relation between children’s strategy use in the two contexts.

(Correlations equal to or greater than .51 were significant at p

5 .05.) Correlations were low and nonsignificant for

children’s use of MIN (r ¼ .02), mental arithmetic (r ¼
�.07), and fact retrieval (r ¼ .29). Correlations between the

Figure 1. Percentage of trials each arithmetic strategy was used for

the children’s game moves and the math context (strategies used less

then 3% in any context are omitted).

2 One parent provided the answers for his child on each trial of the first two

intervals of the children’s game moves and this child was also classified as low

ability. Seven of the nine remaining children classified as low ability used SUM

or single-item counting on greater than 90% of the initial trials, with the

remaining two children using SUM or single-item counting on 71 and 75% of

the trials, respectively (mean use of SUM or single-item counting ¼ 91.5%).

Three of these children never used a more sophisticated strategy on these early

trials, with the remaining six children using fact retrieval, mental arithmetic,

MIN, or MAX on between 9 and 28% of the trials (mean use of more

sophisticated strategies ¼ 7.1%). The five children classified as high ability used

SUM or single-item counting on between 9 and 57% of their initial trials (mean

use of SUM or single-item counting ¼ 33.2%) and used more sophisticated

strategies on between 58 and 100% of their trials (mean ¼ 72.8%).
3 Patterns of results were similar when children were classified as high- or

low-ability based on their performance in the first session of the math context.
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math and game contexts were higher and significant for SUM

(r ¼ .89) and for guessing (r ¼ .71).4

Parents’ behaviour

Distribution of parental behaviours. The percentage of trials for

which each coded parental behaviour was observed (see Table

2) is presented for the children’s game moves and math context

in Table 3. A 2 (context) � 6 (parental behaviour) multi-

variate analysis of variance, with context as a between-subject

factor, examined differences in the distribution of the six coded

parental behaviours over the two contexts. The MANOVA

produced a significant effect of parental behaviour, F(5, 70) ¼
15.35, with affirmation (e.g., ‘‘That’s right.’’) and prompt

(e.g., ‘‘How many is that?’’) occurring with comparable

frequency, and significantly more frequently than all other

behaviours, which did not differ significantly from one another.

The main effect of context was significant, F(1, 14) ¼ 7.10,

reflecting parents’ differential use of behaviours in the two

contexts. Parents engaged in approximately 1.5 different coded

behaviours on each math problem (150%), which was

significantly greater than the behaviours observed on children’s

game moves (about 1 per game move, 96%). Also significant

was the context � parental behaviour interaction, F(5, 70) ¼
9.66.

Subsequent univariate tests examining the significant

interaction indicated comparable levels of prompt, disaffirma-

tion, and provide answer for the two contexts, all Fs 5 1.

Significant context differences were found for the three

remaining parental behaviours (see Table 3). Levels of prompt

after error, affirmation, and cognitive directives were signifi-

cantly greater in the math context than for the children’s game

moves, Fs(1, 13) > 4.06

Relations among parental behaviours within and across con-

texts. We next evaluated the relations between the various

parental behaviours, first within each context and then between

contexts. (All correlations were based on totals collapsing over

intervals/sessions within each context. Correlations equal to or

greater than .51 were significant, p 5 .05.) In looking at the

behaviours parents demonstrated on the children’s game

moves, we found generally high correlations among five of

the six behaviours (prompt, prompt after error, affirmation,

disaffirmation, and cognitive directives; rs ranging from .39 to

.81, median r ¼ .58, 7 of 10 significant at p 5 .05), indicating

that parents who engaged their children during the game did so

in a variety of ways. The only exception was that provide

answer was significantly correlated only with disaffirmation (r

¼ .53; range of remaining rs with provide answer ¼ �.19 to

.29).

The pattern was different, however, for the math context,

with correlations ranging from �.09 to .65 (median r ¼ .28, 3

of 15 significant at p 5 .05). The relation between prompt

and cognitive directives (r ¼ .65) was significant and provide

answer was significantly correlated with prompt after error and

disaffirmation (rs ¼ .54, .52, respectively). This pattern

reflects the fact that when children made a mistake, the parent

either prompted after the error, disaffirmed the incorrect

answer, or provided the child with the correct answer.

Correlations of the same parental behaviours between the

two contexts (e.g., the frequency of prompt in the children’s

game moves and prompt in the math context) were generally

lower in magnitude. The correlations ranged from �.16 to .58,

with a median correlation of .39 (2 of 6 significant at p 5 .05).

The significant correlations were for cognitive directives (r ¼
.54) and prompt after error (r ¼ .58).

Relations of parental behaviours and children’s
strategies

Correlations were computed between children’s strategies and

parental behaviours (based on total percentage of strategies

and behaviours, collapsed across intervals/sessions), separately

within each context, and are reported in Tables 4 and 5. For

the children’s game moves, there was a significant correlation

between guessing, an infrequently used strategy (see Figure 1),

and prompt after error (r ¼ .63), which makes sense in that

guesses should be followed by some form of correction.

Moderate correlations that approached significance (.05 5
p 5 .10) were found between disaffirmation and SUM, (r ¼
�.48), MIN (r ¼ .49), and guessing (r ¼ .43), and between

affirmation and guessing (r ¼ .48). All other correlations were

nonsignificant.

For the math context, SUM was significantly correlated

with cognitive directives (r ¼ .52) and moderately correlated

with prompt (r ¼ .47, p 5 .10). Guessing was significantly

related to prompt after error and disaffirmation (rs ¼ .77, .58),

which is intuitive, as guesses are likely to be followed by some

form of correction. All other correlations were nonsignificant.
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4 As noted previously, because the occurrence of single-item counting and

MAX never exceeded 1% for any context, correlations with these strategies were

deemed uninterpretable because of floor effects and are not reported.

Table 3

Percentage of parental behaviours per trial on children’s game moves

and math contexta

Behaviour Children’s moves Math context

Prompt 31 23

Prompt after error 7 17

Affirmation 35 49

Disaffirmation 4 7

Cognitive directives 13 53

Provide answer 6 1

aTotals for each context may differ from 100% because parents may

not engage their children on all trials, or they may use several different

behaviours on a single trial.

Table 4

Correlations between children’s strategy use and parental

behaviours: Game context

Strategies

Fact Mental

Parental behaviours SUM MIN retrieval arithmetic Guessing

Prompt �.27 .14 �.26 �.16 .06

Prompt after error �.17 .42 �.11 �.10 .63**

Affirmation �.01 .27 �.07 �.22 .48*

Disaffirmation �.48* .49* �.03 �.08 .43*

Provide answer �.28 .02 �.07 �.09 .29

Cognitive directives �.23 .22 �.24 �.05 .11

* p 5 .10; ** p 5 .05.
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Changes in parental behaviour over sessions/intervals

We also evaluated differences in parental behaviour, separately

for each behaviour for each context, over the nine intervals for

the children’s game moves and over the three sessions for the

math context. As in our analyses of children’s strategies, we

classified children as having high or low arithmetic ability

based on their strategy use during the first third of the trials of

the initial session on the children’s game moves. For the game

context, we performed a series of 2 (ability level) � 9 (interval)

analyses of variance, with repeated measures on the interval

factor; for the math context, we performed a series of 2 (ability

level) � 3 (session) analysis of variance, with repeated

measures on the session factor. No significant effects were

found in either contexts for prompt, prompt after error,

affirmation, disaffirmation, and provide answer. There was a

significant effect of interval, F(8, 104) ¼ 2.24, and an ability

level � interval interaction, F(8, 104) ¼ 2.17, for cognitive

directives for the children’s game moves, which is illustrated in

Figure 2. As can be seen in the figure, parents of high-ability

children made frequent cognitive directives during the first

four intervals, which decreased to levels comparable to those

made by parents of low-ability children for the remaining five

intervals.

We also evaluated potential differences in parental beha-

viours over intervals/sessions in terms of changes in strategy

sophistication over sessions. Children were classified as

increasers (n ¼ 4) if they displayed a mean increase of at least

10% from sessions 1 to 3 in the use of the more sophisticated

strategies (fact retrieval, mental arithmetic, MIN), and a mean

decrease of at least 10% from sessions 1 to 3 in the use of the

less sophisticated strategies (single-item counting, SUM,

guessing). Children were classified as decreasers (n ¼ 3) if

they displayed a mean increase of at least 10% from sessions 1

to 3 in the use of the less sophisticated strategies and a mean

decrease of at least 10% from sessions 1 to 3 in the use of the

more sophisticated strategies. All other children were classified

as stable (n ¼ 8). A series of 3 (strategy change: increasers vs.

decreasers vs. stable) � 9 (interval) analyses of variance, with

interval as a repeated measure, was conducted, one for each

parental behaviour, for the game context. Comparable analyses

were conducted for the math context, with session (3) serving

as a repeated factor.

On the children’s game moves, parents of children classified

as decreasers more frequently provided answers to their

children (18.0%) than parents of children classified as

increasers (4.3%) or stable (1.7%), F(2, 16) ¼ 5.46. Also

significant for the children’s game moves were the strategy

change � interval interactions for disaffirmation, F(16, 96) ¼
1.78, and cognitive directives, F(16, 96) ¼ 2.47. Subsequent

inspection of the significant interaction for disaffirmation

indicated that levels were low and uniform across intervals

for children classified as increasers or stable (range 0 to 7.6%).

Levels of disaffirmations were more variable for children

classified as decreasers, being relatively high over the first four

intervals (29%, 9.7%, 11%, 11.7% for intervals 1–4, respec-

tively) and declining to levels comparable to those of the other

children for the later intervals (0%, 3.7%, 3.3%, 7%, and 2.7%

for intervals 5–9, respectively). A similar pattern was observed

for cognitive directives and is illustrated in Figure 3. The

parents of children classified as increasers or stable made

relatively few cognitive directives across all intervals. In

contrast, parents of children classified as decreasers made

significantly more cognitive directives than the other children

over the first four intervals, but decreased their levels of

cognitive directives on intervals 5 through 9.

In the math context, there was a significant effect of strategy

change for prompt after error, F(2, 12) ¼ 5.97, with children

classified as stable receiving more such prompts (26.5%) than

children classified as decreasers (10.7%) or increasers (3.7%).

The strategy change � session interaction approached

significance for prompt in the math context, F(4, 23) ¼
2.69, p ¼ .056. Children classified as decreasers initially

received high levels of prompt, which declined over sessions

(80%, 34.7%, 21.3%), whereas levels of prompt remained

relatively constant for children classified as increasers (18.5%,

18.8%, 4.3%) and stable (25.8%, 14.1%, 19%).

Discussion

Although children obviously apply cognitive strategies to solve

a wide range of everyday problems, most studies of children’s

strategy development have been performed in laboratory

Table 5

Correlations between children’s strategy use and parental

behaviours: Math context

Strategies

Fact Mental

Parental behaviours SUM MIN retrieval arithmetic Guessing

Prompt .47* .15 �.37 �.35 .18

Prompt after error .42 .11 �.32 �.21 .77**

Affirmation .27 �.17 �.43 .16 �.15

Disaffirmation .37 .35 �.28 �.28 .58**

Provide answer .22 .13 �.11 �.16 .34

Cognitive directives .52** .32 �.43 �.41 .08

* p 5 .10; ** p 5 .05.

Figure 2. Percentage of trials on which parents used cognitive

directives, by interval, for high- and low-ability children (children’s

game moves).
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settings. Although such studies have generated a theoretically

and empirically rich literature, they have largely ignored the

social context that makes up children’s day-to-day lives.

Sociocultural theorists have argued for a broader view of

cognitive development, suggesting that the goal of the activity

as well as the interpersonal and sociocultural context is as

important as the specificity of the cognitive task domain (e.g.,

Gauvain, 2001; Rogoff, 1990, 1998; Vygotsky, 1978). How-

ever, incorporating the precision of measurement available in

laboratory studies into more naturalistic settings becomes

problematic, to the extent that most naturalistic investigations

of children’s strategy use, and the role that parents play in

instructing such strategies, while important, have not been

interpreted within contemporary strategy development theory.

There have been exceptions, including our previous research

examining children’s use of simple arithmetic strategies while

playing a board game (Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001, 2002).

The present investigation extended this research to investigate

parents’ interactions with their young children while playing a

board game, examining the relationship between parental

behaviours and children’s strategy use in a microgenetic study.

We have interpreted our findings in terms of sociocultural

theory despite the fact that we tested only middle-class

American children. We acknowledge that greater differences

may have been found had we tested a more heterogeneous

group of participants, both within and between American

culture, and this should be a goal of future research. None-

theless, the practices of parents from information-age societies

are as appropriately interpreted from a sociocultural perspec-

tive as are those of parents from more traditional societies. The

tools of intellectual adaptation that middle-class American

culture provides children, and the strategies children learn

from interacting with their parents and other more-skilled

members of their community, prepare them for life in a literate

and numerate culture, and understanding how parents (often

unwittingly) ‘‘teach’’ children relevant skills is of both

theoretical interest and practical import.

Looking at the children’s behaviour, we replicated previous

findings, in that children displayed substantial variability in the

strategies that they used in both the game and math contexts

(cf. Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2001, 2002), consistent with

Siegler’s (1996) adaptive strategy choice model. Similar to

previous results (Bjorklund & Rosenblum, 2002), within each

context the number of strategies used and the distribution of

strategies did not change over the three sessions. Although we

anticipated that children who began the game using relatively

sophisticated strategies would not change their mixture of

strategies appreciably, we had expected that low-ability

children would show an increasingly sophisticated mixture of

strategies over intervals, achieved mainly through scaffolding

provided by their parents. There were, of course, individual

children who did show improvement in strategy use over

intervals, but such change was not systematically related to

their initial level of performance, either in the game or in the

math context. For example, four children displayed an increase

in the sophistication of their game strategies from their first to

third sessions; of these four, two had been classified as low

ability on the basis of their first game session and two as high

ability.

The primary purpose of this research was to examine the

relation between parents’ behaviours toward their children

while playing ‘‘Chutes and Ladders’’ and their children’s

strategic performance. As mentioned previously, the most

effective way a parent or teacher can collaboratively teach a

child is with activities that are within the zone of proximal

development (Vygotsky, 1978). In Rogoff’s (1990) model, a

parent is one of the most important figures in a child’s life,

serving as a mentor, a model, and providing aid for the child.

In everyday contexts, parents serve an invaluable function as

they culturally influence the learning of their children. We

anticipated that there would be variability among the parents in

the degree of support they provided for their children and that

the distribution of parental behaviours would vary with context

and children’s abilities.

Essentially, we found that parents who engaged their

children did so in a variety of ways and across both contexts.

Particularly during the game, most of the parental behaviours

were highly correlated with one another. Significant inter-

correlations were less frequently observed in the math context.

Parents also engaged their children more in the math context

than in the game context (i.e., displayed more behaviours per

trial), with differences being significant for prompt after error,

affirmation, and cognitive directives. With respect to the latter

category, most of the cognitive directives during the math

context were in the form of re-representations to aid the child

in counting (e.g., parent holds up fingers for child to count or

merely to recognise). Such re-representation was used less

frequently in the game context, because the dice provided an

external referent that children could use to compute their

moves. These patterns indicate that parents were sensitive to

the cognitive and perhaps social demands in the different

contexts and varied their behaviour accordingly.

With respect to children’s abilities, we had anticipated that

parents of low-ability children (i.e., children who used mainly

the less sophisticated counting strategies to compute their

game moves in the initial session) would provide different

support for their offspring during the game than would parents

of high-ability children, reflecting their sensitivity to the

particular needs of their children. The only significant effect

in these analyses was the ability level � interval interaction

for cognitive directives during the children’s game moves.
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Figure 3. Percentage of trials on which parents used cognitive

directives, by interval, for children classified as decreasers, increasers,

or stable with respect to strategy change (children’s game moves).
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However, the pattern of results was opposite to our prediction.

As seen in Figure 2, high-ability children received a greater

number of cognitive directives during the early intervals than

did low-ability children, with this difference diminishing on

subsequent intervals. We had expected that low-ability

children would require more cognitive direction during the

early intervals than would high-ability children, presumably

because they would need more explicit instruction to compute

their moves. That this was not the pattern suggests that the

parents of the high-ability children were more sensitive to their

children’s needs and more able to provide them with the

support required to play the game successfully than were the

parents of the low-ability children.

We should note that ‘‘ability level’’ is a relative term here,

and that most of the high-ability 5-year-olds in the present

sample still did not use the most sophisticated arithmetic

strategies consistently (see footnote 2). The most able child in

our sample (one who solved nearly all of the math-context

problems using fact retrieval) received no cognitive directives

from his mother during the game context, not needing any; but

most of our high-ability children were still in need of support

from their parents and were more likely to receive such support

than were the low-ability children. Initially, it may have been

this greater sensitivity on the part of these parents that

contributed to their children being high in ability.

We found a similar pattern of changes in cognitive directives

over intervals as a function of children’s classification on the

strategy change dimension. Children who displayed a decrease

in strategy sophistication over intervals initially received many

cognitive directives followed by a sharp decline. That this

pattern was similar to that shown by high-ability children was

due mainly to the inclusion of a child who was classified as

both high ability and a decreaser. This child’s high level of

arithmetic strategies on the initial game session could be

attributed chiefly to his mother’s use of re-representation

(holding up her fingers corresponding to the pips on one or

both dice) and prompting the child to use MIN. For example,

the child would roll 6 and 1, and his mother would hold up one

finger and say ‘‘What’s after 6?’’ The child generally followed

his mother’s instructions and arrived at most answers during

the first session using MIN (63% of all trials). The mother

decreased (though never stopped) her explicit instruction

during the second and third sessions (intervals 4–9), provided

the answer to her son more frequently (9%, 20%, and 20% for

sessions 1–3, respectively), and, as a result, the child used MIN

less frequently in these sessions (40% and 15%, respectively).

Thus, although we had expected that frequent use of cognitive

directives would be associated with low ability (high-ability

children would not need as many) and increases in strategy use

(cognitive directives would get children performing more

sophisticated strategies over time), the unique nature of any

parent–child dyad makes any such predictions tenuous.

Whether this particular mother was being especially sensitive

to her son (e.g., the child needed help early on and the mother

provided it) or being insensitive (e.g., the mother withdrew

support too soon, leaving her child to flounder in his attempt to

compute sums) can be debated. What is clear, however, is that

the mother was responding to the particular needs and

behaviours of her child and the child was reacting in kind,

producing a pattern of change over intervals that was

explainable after-the-fact but one that would have been

difficult to predict.

Most relations between parental behaviours and children’s

strategies varied as a function of context. The exception was

guessing, which, not surprisingly, was significantly related to

prompt after error in both contexts, as parents requested that

children recompute a move following an erroneous response.

Only the parental behaviours of affirmation and disaffirmation

were significantly correlated with children’s strategies for the

children’s game moves (moderately and negatively correlated

with SUM and moderately and positively correlated with MIN

and guessing). For the math context, SUM was significantly

and positively correlated with cognitive directives and moder-

ately correlated with prompt. These results are consistent with

the idea that children who were using SUM primarily during

the math context needed more direction and support (i.e., re-

representation), which parents provided. Under this tutelage,

children were able to compute the correct answer successfully.

The different correlational patterns between the two contexts

observed here further support the contention that parents were

sensitive to the demands that each task made on their

children’s abilities and modified their behaviour in line with

their children’s needs.

In general, although there were significant relations between

parents’ behaviours and children’s strategies, parents who were

most supportive did not necessarily have children who used the

most sophisticated strategies or who showed the most change

in strategy use over sessions. In retrospect, this should not be

surprising. Children who spontaneously used more sophisti-

cated strategies received less support from their parents than

did less sophisticated children. Our results indicate that most

parents provided appropriate support to their children, giving

more prompts and cognitive directives to children who needed

them and making fewer such comments to children who did

not. We believe that, had the study been extended over a

longer period of time, children who were not using sophisti-

cated strategies and who had supportive parents would have

developed more sophisticated strategies (e.g., MIN) sooner

than children with less supportive parents. Indeed, although

not all parents of low-ability children used cognitive directives

frequently, some did, with a corresponding increase in

children’s strategic behaviour over intervals. For example,

one 5-year-old girl computed most of her game moves using

SUM, although her father frequently instructed and modelled

the use of MIN. Interestingly, most instruction took place not

on the child’s move, but on his. Beginning in the second

session, the father instructed his daughter in the use of MIN on

15% of his moves. Although she never actually used MIN to

compute the correct answer in session 2, he continued to

instruct MIN on about a quarter of both his and his daughter’s

moves in the third session. Of the times he instructed MIN in

session 3, his daughter used that strategy on 21% of her moves.

And on the last move of the third session she spontaneously

used MIN, independent of instruction. This dyad displayed

the pattern of behaviour we had expected to see of most low-

ability children and their parents, but it was obviously only one

of many patterns that parents and their children followed over

the course of this study.

What is clear from these data is that parents adjust their

behaviour to the abilities of their children, which in turn is

associated with changes in children’s behaviour. Such a dyadic

relationship does not always produce more sophisticated

behaviour on the part of the child, at least not in the three

weekly sessions of the present study, and any one class of

behaviours (e.g., cognitive directives) is not always associated

with a particular outcome (e.g., improved strategy use). This
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suggests that predicting any specific pattern of parent or child

behaviours in contexts such as these will be difficult and that

each parent–child pair needs to be examined in greater detail in

order to increase the accuracy of predictions. This does not

mean that general trends do not exist. They do, and it is well-

worth our efforts to search for general principles and patterns

that describe parents’ contribution to their children’s strategy

development. In fact, it is likely that a larger and more

heterogeneous sample of children (in terms of ability level) and

parents (in terms of variables such as educational level and

SES) would have produced more stable and readily discernible

patterns of relationships between parents’ behaviours and

children’s strategy use, and thus should be the focus of future

research. Nonetheless, each parent–child dyad can be thought

of as a dynamic system that is sensitive to initial conditions and

that changes in nonlinear ways over time (e.g., Lewis, 2000;

Thelen & Smith, 1998). The initial conditions in this case

include children’s arithmetic skill, parents’ general sensitivity

to their children’s abilities, and their knowledge of the skills

they wish to foster. Future research will need not only to

integrate contemporary theories of strategy development and

sociocultural psychology, but also to develop more general

theoretical accounts, such as those found in dynamic systems

(e.g., Lewis, 2000; Thelen & Smith, 1998) and developmental

systems (e.g., Gottlieb, 2000) approaches to development to

explain and predict the complex factors involved in the social

construction of cognitive strategies.
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